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A concise, easy-to-understand introduction to the fundamentals, GouldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pathophysiology

for the Health Professions, 5th Edition helps you learn essential concepts of major

diseases/disorders and disease processes. Continuing in its well-known tradition of readability and

vivid, full-color illustrations, the text is updated with the latest research and trends in human disease.

Disorders are described by body system, with coverage of the interactions between systems, and

special features help you apply the material to real-life situations. No matter which healthcare field

you may enter, GouldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pathophysiology prepares you for the conditions encountered in

clinical practice. "GouldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pathophysiology for the Health Professions can easily be

incorporated into a course as a prescribed book to students in the health care professions. The

authors of this book are commended for their contribution to the literature on pathophysiology and

its application to the health professions." Reviewed by:Ã‚Â Dr Benita Olivier, University of the

Witwatersrand, Date: Oct 14Concise and readable approach includes the information you need

without being overwhelming, even if you have a limited scientific background. Unique Think About

questions alert you to important points and help with self-evaluation, test preparation, and

review.Warning Signs boxes help you identify the pre-emptive signs of physiologic events such as

strokes.Emergency Treatment boxes give step-by-step instructions to follow for emergencies such

as shock, cardiac arrest, and pneumothorax.Apply Your Knowledge questions ask you to use what

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve learned to predict What can go wrong with this structure or system?Ready

References in the appendix provide a quick lookup for anatomic terms, conversion tables,

abbreviations and acronyms, diagnostic studies and tests, and more.Key terms are listed at the

beginning of each chapter and defined within the text, covering the scientific terminology you need

to know.Research boxes discuss new developments, problem areas of pathophysiology, and

complications associated with research.Learning objectives and bulleted chapter summaries help

you focus on key concepts and information.
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"GouldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pathophysiology for the Health Professions can easily be incorporated into a

course as a prescribed book to students in the health care professions. The authors of this book are

commended for their contribution to the literature on pathophysiology and its application to the

health professions." Reviewed by:Ã‚Â Dr Benita Olivier, University of the Witwatersrand, Date: Oct

14

Rent this on your Kindle, and if you have a Windows 10 computer and can get the Kindle App on it,

DO IT and use it through there. It will make your life so much easier!! You won't have to lug a big

textbook around, you can still highlight, flag and bookmark pages, and bonus of making flashcards

throughout!! I did that this semester and it has changed my life for the better. And when the rental is

up they just take it off your Kindle!!

This is my textbook for graduate level pathophysiology. It is not a "fun" read but it is such a great

collection of information. I have the study guide too. I would suggest this to any student health

professional looking to gain a matter of fact vocabulary and concise understanding of human

pathophysiology in the health care setting.

This book is well detailed and organized, easy to follow and helped with my class. Having the kindle

version is helpful for future reference.

This is such a unique tool. The questions are very challenging and make you have to really know

the material, and there is an answer key in the back so you can check your work. I appreciate this

study guide over others I have had because it is challenging. Sometimes they feel like just an

outline of the book and I feel like I wasted my money. This one is great. It's affordable and I highly



suggest getting it if you are studying pathophysiology on a deep level.

Images and tables don't expand on my desktop. And I can't access links to more details. The

majority of my medical texts have access to online information at a click. Accessing last page read

is not easy, either, in addition, page flipping goes slow, then too fast. It's a read only, though I paid

so much more for a read only text.

A+

I bought this as a rental. The book is in pretty good condition! I am very pleased with everything!

Book is brand new, fast shipping. I took one star off only because the bookbinding seems a bit poor

on the first few pages, which makes me wonder if it is the original publish or not. If there is an option

to take of 0.5 star, I would leave a 4.5 stars. Overall, good books, very good for patho study.
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